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The generation of photocurrent in an ideal two-dimensional Dirac spectrum is symmetry forbidden. In sharp
contrast, we show that three-dimensional Weyl semimetals can generically support significant photocurrents due
to the combination of inversion symmetry breaking and finite tilts of the Weyl spectra. Symmetry properties,
chirality relations, and various dependencies of this photovoltaic effect on the system and the light source are
explored in detail. Our results suggest that noncentrosymmetric Weyl materials can be advantageously applied
to room temperature detections of mid- and far-infrared radiations.
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Introduction. Electronic materials with band crossing ex-
citations have recently attracted much interest in condensed
matter physics. A two-dimensional (2D) Dirac spectrum
describes the surface states of three-dimensional (3D) topo-
logical insulators [1,2] and bulk excitations of graphene [3].
Their gapless and topological characters have stimulated
many electronic applications, one of which is the photo-
voltaic effect. The linearly crossing dispersions of Dirac
systems can absorb photons with, ideally, arbitrarily long
wavelength, making them possibly advantageous for infrared
(IR) detections. Nevertheless, the generation of photocurrent,
defined as the spontaneous production of current without any
applied voltage by the exposure to light, has to vanish for
an ideal Dirac spectrum in 2D because of the symmetric
excitations about the Dirac point [Fig. 1(a)]. In fact, it has
been shown that the resultant photocurrent is negligible even
if realistic perturbations including band curvatures, warpings,
and Zeeman couplings are taken into account [4,5]. So far, the
generation of a substantial photocurrent in Dirac systems has
to involve external assistances such as couplings to magnetic
superlattices [6]. (Similarly, quantum wires require external
magnetic fields to create sizable photocurrents [7].) Producing
photocurrents in Dirac materials remains challenging and has
been an active research subject [6,8–13].
In this paper we propose that Weyl semimetals can
generically develop photocurrents without the need of exter-
nal couplings. Weyl spectrum is the 3D generalizations of
the Dirac cone and thereby shares the same advantage of
long-wavelength photon absorptions. Unlike Dirac systems,
Weyl semimetals necessarily break either time-reversal (TR)
symmetry or spatial inversion (I) symmetry, or both. The
photocurrent response of a Weyl system differs from the
Dirac counterpart in two crucial ways. First, Weyl cones have
definite chiralities and always come in a pairs. They can
be regarded as topological monopoles or antimonopoles of
the Berry curvature. For an upright Weyl cone [Fig. 1(b)],
the absorption of a circularly polarized photon flips the spin,
resulting in asymmetric excitations along the drive direction.
Yet, the direction of the photocurrent is governed by the
chirality and hence, the sum of photocurrents from a Weyl
node pair has to vanish identically. On the other hand, a Weyl
cone can be tilted [14,15] because of reduced symmetries.
The corresponding photoexcitation is highly asymmetric about
the nodal point [Fig. 1(c)]. The consequential photocurrent is
controlled by the tilt and the chirality and there is generally no
offset between photocurrents unless additional symmetries are
imposed. Note that other interesting effects such as gyrotropic
magnetic effect [16,17], photovoltaic chiral magnetic effect
[18], anomalous Hall effect [19], emergent electromagnetic
induction [20], and nonlinear optical responses [21] can occur
in Weyl semimetals, but have different physical origins.
Photocurrents in systems without I symmetry have been
observed in semiconductor quantum wells [22] and tellurium
[23]. A variety of mechanisms have been discussed [23],
including real and virtual absorptions and spin-dependent
scatterings [22], but the effect is small and the discussion
has been limited to quadratic band structures. Here we show
that the linear dispersion in Weyl semimetals hold a special
FIG. 1. Schematics of photocurrent generations in Dirac and
Weyl systems. Circularly polarized photons propagating along the
z axis induce spin-flip vertical transitions denoted by the red arrows.
(a) In an ideal 2D Dirac system, the excitations are symmetric
about the node and thus the photocurrent vanishes. (b) In a 3D
Weyl system with an upright crossing spectrum, the extra dimension
allows an asymmetric particle-hole excitation along qz and creates a
chirality-dependent photocurrent from each Weyl cone. However, the
chiral currents from a monopole and an antimonopole negate each
other, yielding no net current. (c) In the presence of tilt along some
direction qt , asymmetric excitations can happen when the system is
doped away from the neutrality. The resultant photocurrent is not just
determined by the node chirality and the total current is generically
nonzero.
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advantage and a large photocurrent proportional to the absorp-
tion can be produced which survives up to room temperature.
In addition to the broken I symmetry, we find that the presence
of finite tilts of the Weyl dispersions, being commonplace in
realistic materials, is the key for the photocurrent in Weyl
semimetals. The importance of the tilt has not been discussed
in the literature so far. The photocurrent response does not
require the chemical potential to be tuned to the Weyl point,
nor any imbalance of chemical potentials between opposite
Weyl nodes, which are otherwise important for chiral-anomaly
related responses [18,24–26]. We investigate the conditions
and magnitudes of photocurrents induced by a laser drive and
further discuss the potential application for room temperature
detections of blackbody IR radiations.
Photocurrent response. We start by discussing the pho-
tocurrents generated from a single Weyl spectrum without any
symmetry restriction. The low-energy effective Hamiltonian
can be generally written as
HW (q) = vtqtσ0 + vF vˆi,j qiσj , (1)
where vF is the Fermi velocity without tilt and σj are Pauli
matrices. vˆi,j represents anisotropy and χ = Det(vˆi,j ) = ±1
determines the chirality. vt gives the tilt velocity and
qt = tˆ · q with tˆ being the tilt direction. The linear Weyl
dispersion is given by E±(q) = T (q) ± U (q) = vtqt ±
vF [
∑
j (
∑
i vˆi,j qi)2]1/2 and the ratio vt/vF measures the tilt.
When |T (q)/U (q)| is less than 1 for all qˆ, the node is in the
type-I phase, whereas when it is greater than 1 for some qˆ,
the system is in the type-II regime, in which electron and hole
pockets are formed [15].
The interaction with a monochromatic light charac-
terized by A(t) = A+e−iωt + A−eiωt enters through the
Peierls substitution, leading to the interaction Hamiltonian
V (t) = V+e−iωt + V−eiωt with
V± = vF vˆi,jA±,iσj . (2)
V+(−) describes the spin-dependent photon absorption (emis-
sion) process. In the isotropic limit vˆi,j = δi,j , a cir-
cularly polarized light propagating along qz corresponds
to V± = vFAσ±/2. We have ignored Zeeman coupling
here because the ratio of Zeeman to orbital couplings is
∼gsω/(2mvF c) ∼ 10−3 [5] based on reported g factors
[27,28].
We now compute the photovoltaic current
J = (−e)∑q,l=± [∂El(q)/∂ q] × [nl(q) − n0l (q)], where
n±(q) and n0±(q) are the perturbed and equilibrium
distribution functions, respectively. Within Fermi’s golden
rule and the relaxation time approximation, each Weyl node
contributes a photocurrent density:
Ji =
(−eτω2A2
16π2
)
¯Ji, (3)
with a dimensionless response function
¯Ji(ω) = 4
∫
d3
(
vF q
ω
)
∂[	E(q)/]
∂(vF qi)
∣∣∣∣〈q+| V+
vFA
|q−〉
∣∣∣∣
2
× δ
(
	E(q)
ω
− 1
)
[n0−(q) − n0+(q)], (4)
FIG. 2. Relations between photocurrents in centrosymmetric and
noncentrosymmetric Weyl semimetals. Each Weyl node produces a
photocurrent with chiral-independent ( J0) and chirality-dependent
( Jχ ) components. (a) In the presence of an inversion center, a pair of
I-related Weyl nodes have opposite tilt and opposite chirality, leading
to the cancellation of photocurrents. (b) In noncentrosymmetric Weyl
systems, TR symmetry relates two Weyl nodes of the same chirality
instead. Monopoles and antimonopoles are not symmetry related and
can have different tilts. Two pairs of Weyl nodes give rise to an overall
photocurrent of 2( Jχ − J ′χ ). (c) The angle θA between the tilt qt and
Poynting vector PA.
where 	E = E+ − E−. We have introduced a relaxation time
τ to account for disorder and phonon scattering [29,30]. This
response function describes the vertical transition from state
|q−〉 to |q+〉 by absorbing a photon with frequency ω. Each
particle-hole excitation produces a current −e∂[	E(q)/]/∂ q
being independent of the tilt. We note that Eq. (4) is a
dimensionless number which depends on the tilt vt/vF but is
independent of vF for a given tilt. Recently it was shown that
for a single node with negligible tilt, the trace of the response
(i.e., ∑PA={x,y,z} ¯Ji=PA , where PA is the Poyting vector) is
universal and proportional to the chirality [31]. It is easy to
see that this result survives for finite tilt over a limited range
of chemical potential.
For Weyl semimetals, it is possible to break both TR
and I symmetries. In these cases, each Weyl node can have
different parameter values and chemical potentials. ¯J coming
from different nodes are not symmetry related and there is no
current cancellation. Only when there is I symmetry, as we
show below, will the photocurrents lead to cancellation.
Symmetry consideration. In centrosymmetric Weyl
semimetals, a Weyl node at k is related to another one
at −k about the inversion center (IC) [Fig. 2(a)]. Their
Hamiltonians take the same form as Eq. (1) with the relations
qi ↔ −qi and σj ↔ σ ′j = PσjP−1. The inversion P just
changes the basis of σj . Hence, I-related nodes have opposite
tilt and opposite chirality. Similarly, with TR symmetry,
two Weyl nodes are related about the time-reversal invariant
momentum (TRIM) with the relations qi ↔ −qi and σj ↔
−σ ′′j = T σjT −1, where T is the TR transformation. Thus,
two TR-related nodes have opposite tilt but the same chirality
[Fig. 2(b)]. Even though each monopole has to be accompanied
by an antimonopole, there is no symmetry restriction between
them.
Importantly, the photocurrent depends on the sign of the tilt
and the chirality. According to the response function [Eq. (4)],
when we change vt → −vt and vˆi,j → −vˆi,j , it is equivalent to
q → −q and the integral yields ¯Ji → − ¯Ji . With this relation,
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we can decompose the photocurrent from the nth Weyl node
as
J (n)(sgn[v(n)t ],χ (n)) = sgn[v(n)t ] J (n)0 + χ (n) J (n)χ . (5)
This is because the other two components (one is proportional
to sgn[v(n)t ] × χ (n) and the other is independent on any of them)
have to sum to zero. In Eq. (5), the first component changes sign
for opposite tilts and can be generated by a linearly polarized
drive, whereas the second chirality-dependent term can only
be induced by a circularly polarized light.
Mirror symmetry is common in realistic Weyl materials. A
mirror reflection flips the sign of the Weyl momentum along
the mirror axis and relates a monopole to an antimonopole.
However, it does not lead to cancellation of photocurrent be-
cause the drive breaks the mirror symmetry of the photocurrent
response.
With these symmetry considerations, we conclude that
the overall photocurrent has to balance out when there
is I symmetry. For noncentrosymmetric systems with TR
symmetry, a minimal number of two pairs of Weyl nodes
can produce a nonzero response 2( Jχ − J ′χ ). The photocurrent
relations are graphically summarized in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b).
In a Weyl system without any symmetry, both J0 and Jχ can
survive. Note that the nonzero photocurrent originates from
the different tilts and anisotropies between monopoles and
antimonopoles. While any chemical potential difference can
help in a similar way, we shall only consider identical chemical
potentials for each Weyl node for the rest of the paper.
Photocurrent by monochromatic drives. We explore var-
ious dependencies of photocurrents in noncentrosymmetric
Weyl semimetals with TR symmetry due to a circularly
polarized drive. For illustrative purpose, we consider a
minimal setup of four Weyl nodes, where two monopoles
are tilted along qz with opposite tilt velocities vt and −vt ,
while the antimonopole dispersions are upright. The photon
propagates along the qx-qz plane and is parametrized as
A(t) = A(cos θA cos ωt,ξ sin ωt, − sin θA sin ωt) with ξ =
±1 controlling the polarization. Below we consider the
isotropic limit, i.e., vˆi,j = δi,j .
Figure 3(a) plots the dimensionless photocurrent re-
sponse ¯Jz at zero temperature with θA = 0.3 and finite
tilts. When 0 < vt/vF < 1, the signal is nonzero due to
asymmetric excitations assisted by the tilt [Fig. 1(c)]. When
|μ| < | − vt/vF + 1|ω/2, the Weyl nodes are symmetrically
excited and the chiral photocurrents from the monopoles and
the antimonopoles carry the same magnitudes but opposite
directions. As |μ| is increased, the magnitudes of both
currents decrease in a tilt-dependent manner, resulting in an
imbalanced photocurrent 2[ Jχ (μ/ω) − J ′χ (μ/ω)]. When |μ|
exceeds |vt/vF + 1|ω/2, vertical transitions are no longer
allowed and every current vanishes. Note that the sharp jump
of ¯Jz at |μ| = ω/2 happens because we consider the special
case of two untilted Weyl cones and is not a generic feature.
The region for nonvanishing current can be expanded by
increasing the tilt. In the type-II Weyl phase with |vt | > vF , we
have ¯Jz 	= 0 as long as |μ| < |vt/vF + 1|ω/2. Interestingly,
the photocurrent survives at μ = 0. The reason is that
in the type-II regime, the photoexcitation depends strongly
on the direction qˆ and thus is anisotropic even at the neutrality
FIG. 3. Demonstrations of photocurrents in a noncentrosymmet-
ric Weyl semimetal driven by a monochromatic circularly polarized
light of frequency ω. Two pairs of isotropic Weyl nodes are considered
with tilt velocities vt , −vt , 0, and 0. The tilts are along zˆ and the
light propagates at an angle θA from zˆ. ¯J gives the dimensionless
current. (a) Photocurrent at T = 0 and θA = 0.3. With a type-I tilt
(i.e., |vt | < vF ), ¯Jz is nonzero when the chemical potential μ falls in
the region that supports asymmetric transitions. The sharp change of
¯Jz at |μ|/(ω) = 0.5 is caused by the fact that the two nodes without
tilt can no longer be excited when |μ| > ω/2. When the tilt is of
type-II (|vt | > vF ), ¯Jz does not vanish even at μ = 0. (b) ¯Jz as a
function of the tilt vt/vF and μ at T = 0 and θA = 0.3. The region
of nonzero ¯Jz increases with the tilt of the Weyl spectra. (c) ¯Jz as
we vary θA at T = 0 and vt/vF = 0.8. The flow of the photocurrent
follows the light propagation. (d) Temperature dependence of | ¯Jz|
at vt/vF = 0.8 and θA = 0.3. For ω ∼ 120 meV and at room
temperature [kBT /(ω) ∼ 0.22], 1/4 of the value still remains.
point. Figure 3(b) presents the tilt and chemical potential
dependencies for the photocurrent. It provides an idea of the
working requirements for the photovoltaic effect. ¯J is of order
one and its sign is controlled by the light polarization. In the
isotropic limit, the photocurrent and the Poynting vector of the
drive share the same direction as shown in Fig. 3(c).
In order to investigate the possibility for room temperature
photocurrent generation, we plot the temperature dependence
of | ¯Jz| in Fig. 3(d). Our results indicate that a sizable
portion of the photocurrent survives with kBT 
 0.2ω. For
an IR radiation with ω ∼ 120 meV and room temperature
kBT = 26 meV, ¯J remains a quarter of its zero-temperature
value.
We provide an estimation of the photocurrent density
driven by a cw CO2 laser. For IR detection applications,
we consider ω ∼ 120 meV, and a typical laser intensity
I = 0c(ωA/e)2 ∼ 106 W m−2 [8]. At low temperature, the
measured τ ∼ 45 ps, corresponding to a long mean free path
(∼5 μm) [32]. At room temperature, τ can be reduced by 50
as inferred from resistivity measurements [32]. Such a large
τ implies a weak disorder effect in Weyl semimetals. We
estimate a large |J | ∼ 4.3 × 107 A m−2 at low temperature.
We remark that this result does not require any μ imbalance.
Instead, finite tilts and μ are necessary.
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Material candidates to probe this photovoltaic effect include
the type-I TaAs family [33–36], or the type-II compounds
such as WTe2 [15] and MoTe2 [37]. For type-I materials with
small tilts, one would require ω ∼ 2μ. With a finite tilt, for
instance SrSi2 [38] that has vt/vF ∼ 0.6 and μ ∼ 22 meV,
one can have a detection window of wavelength ∼10−50 μm.
The operational window becomes even larger for type-II Weyl
semimetals according to Fig. 3(b).
A film geometry is required to avoid any absorption
issue. For a system of thickness Lz and area LxLy with
four Weyl nodes, the number of photons being absorbed
[4LxLyLz
∑
q[n+(q) − n0+(q)]] and the number of photons
from the drive [I (ω)LxLyτ/(ω)] provide an estimation of the
absorption length scale La ∼ 4π20cvF /(ωe2) ∼ 700 nm.
An ideal device shall have Lz  La .
We contrast the performance of our effect with other
photodetectors using the external quantum efficiency η, de-
fined as the ratio of the number of charge carriers to the
number of incident photons [39]. For a Weyl semimetal
with Lz = 100 nm and a lateral dimension of a few μm,
η = ω|J |Lz/(eILx) ∼ 10−3–10−2 for mid-infrared fre-
quency (∼0.1 eV) at room temperature. In comparison,
graphene grown on substrates designed to break I symmetry
has been under study as a photodetector. The corresponding
substrates introduce a strong disorder scattering and the
existing and optimized photodetector has a very low η ∼ 10−5
[40]. We also emphasize that in comparison with devices
based on photoconductivity, in our case the carriers move
with a net velocity, giving rise to a current without any
background.
Blackbody radiation detections. Conventional semicon-
ductor-based photodetectors are limited to wavelength less
than 4 μm due to finite band gaps [39]. Even in graphene-
based devices, the photodetections are either restricted to
the near-infrared regime [41], or suffer from low efficiency
[40]. Our proposed effect can overcome these challenges
through its wide range of working windows. According to
Planck’s law, a blackbody object at an equilibrium temperature
Tb has a continuous spectrum peaked at ω ∼ 2.8kBTb,
corresponding to 73 meV (or 17 μm) at room temperature.
By a straightforward generalization of Eqs. (3) and (4) for
blackbody radiation, one can show that up to ∼1/3 of the
dimensionless response survives at room temperature [42],
indicating the suitability of Weyl semimetals for IR detections.
We remark that broadband quarter-wave plates as circular
polarizers exist for both mid- [43] and far-infrared [44,45]
regimes.
Conclusion. Based on symmetry analyses and perturbative
calculations, we predict a significant photocurrent generation
in noncentrosymmetric Weyl semimetals. The photovoltaic
process is a consequence of broken I symmetry and finite
tilts of the dispersions which are unique to Weyl systems.
We show that the effect remains significant in a large win-
dow of operating parameters, correspondence to temperature,
chemical potential, and frequency of the light source. The
predicted photocurrent can be readily detected using standard
laser experiment techniques and existing Weyl materials. Our
findings reveal the suitability for using Weyl semimetals as
room temperature IR detectors.
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